
Whitepaper
xTREME – the PASSIV INCOME FUND and NFT 

LAUNCHPAD – backed by XRPL



The Vision

xTREME - Launchpad

xTREME – The Investment 
Fund

Will be the one unique project that aims to combine the powerof NFT technology and crypto 

currencies. xTREME will open the world of NFTs for you just by holding. Our goal is to show the 

power of NFTs to the world combined with the power of the XRP ledger.

Our raised capital will be invested in the blockchain we love the most. THE XRP LEDGER.


We have the vision to be the BLACKROCK of XRPL:


Moving a lot of money and having big shares in the top projects of XRPL brings a lot of POWER


and BENEFITS.We will use this advantage to give back the maximum to our community.

JOIN THE ROCKET OF xTREME AND FASTEN YOUR SEATBELT.



Why NFTs?
NFTs are modern, the new generation of art. Before a secret club of rich people over hundreds of 

years, now an investment opportunity for everyone. NFTs will be lifestyle, group membership and 

the new way to express who you are.

Why xTREME?
The idea behind xTREME is to offer a launchpad for NFT projects: own ones but also others. We 

already have NFT projects in the development. All details will be coming very soon!



A Launchpad for 
everyone!
By having already a huge xTREME community every project will be a success. If you are a founder 

and want to start your own NFT collection most likely you are starting at zero. It’s hard to build a 

new community, getting reach and influencers. xTREME is the tool to get what you need.

Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention!Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention!

The  we 
get, the bigger 

 
will be.

bigger

your success



The Utility 

Behind xTREME
The more coins you hold, the bigger your chances and benefit for free NFTs, whitelists, free XRP 

drops and many other giveaways.

We have a 3 step system to satisfy all of 
our holders.

1) 300K-1M xTREME Loyalty System


2) 1M+ xTREME May NFT/XRP Cashback


3) 3M+ xTREME PASSIV INCOME FUND

The bigger our FUND and our POWER gets on the XRPL, the BIGGER xTREME will grow.



Tokenomics
Once Presale and Airdrop are successfully done, the NFT Launchpad is starting!

Presale (45%)

Development 
(20%)

Airdrop after 
Presale 
finished 
(22.5%)

Tokenburn 
(12.5%)



Stage 1:
March, 31. : Presale will end at 2pm UTC, that means sell orders will be removed.IF the presale is 

not sold out, the remaining coins will be dropped to holders airdrop in STAGE 2.

Stage 2:
April, 06. : This is the airdrop for the holders! To be a holder in xTREME you need a minimum of 

50k xTREME. Snapshot: random day between April 1. - 5. ! A	total amount of 900 MILLION 

xTREME will be dropped to the holders (plus optional xTREME from the not sold presale) The 

distribution will look as following:

COIN DISTRIBUTION - 900M AIRDROP (06.04) *Minimum : 50K

HOLDERS AIRDROP*

30M xTREME
1st

20M xTREME
2nd

15M xTREME
3rd

4th: 12M xTREME


5th: 10M xTREME


6th: 8M xTREME


7th: 7M xTREME


8th: 7M xTREME

9th: 6M xTREME


10th: 6M xTREME


11-20h: 5M xTREME


21-50th: 3.5M xTREME


51-100th: 2.5M xTREME

101-200th: 1.5M xTREME


201-300th: 1M xTREME


301-400th: 500K xTREME


401th-last: 199M/every holder

The  
Roadmap

xTREME Airdrop



Stage 3:
April, 10. : 15k XRP WILL BE AIRDROPPED !


To be qualified you need to hold all your coins fromApril, 06. If you sell coins you are NOT 

qualified forthe XRP airdrop.

SNAPSHOT: April, 10. : 2pm UTC.

Distribution:

31-100th: 70XRP

3rd: 400XRP

11-30th: 100XRP

2nd: 580XRP

4th-10th: 160XRP

101-200th: 50XRP

1st: 1000XRP

DONT SELL your airdrop and you will get thisbeautiful free XRP credited to your account!

FOLLOWING WALLETS COUNT AS DEVWALLETS and NOT count for airdrop!

xTREME Richlist
xTREME NFT launchpad.

Wallet 1: rsdaAN3fRbBamZagzpZDuNGQKou5tZzm3n

Wallet 4: r4evixGpghMk4xYKpRUtiwN8yZ5fYuejMg

Wallet 2: rKc8QQxLszWr7GgdHbg53c5jHM7GFdQ538

Wallet 5: rPNjM9GLdHJu3oHpVgdpxGCZ1FirhBAC5H

Wallet 3: rPL68VQCGZcopME8envWWmk1vrqt7e7GN7

Wallet 6: rPfB7rxnfi7RMaDwsPVqQJePZRDjzDirSB

Wallet 7: rPfB7rxnfi7RMaDwsPVqQJePZRDjzDirSB

These wallets are not eligable for airdrops.



Stage 4:
April, 14. : We discussed a lot in the team, how we will do the mass airdrop. With the 

circumstance of farming, free money for people, who most likely never care about our project 

and sell, we made a decision!

WE DECIDED TO BURN 500M COINS!


THERE WILL BE NO FREE COINS FOR PEOPLE BY JUST SETTING A TRUSTLINE.


This is a holders coin: we asked the holders, and the holders decided it. If you still want to benefit 

from airdrops, all you need is a minimum of 50K xTREME.


Please respect our decision, we tried to make best for our project and you, the community. :) <3



Stage 5:
April, the 20. : THE BIG NFT DROP

We will drop our first NFT collection to our topholders. (TOP 100)The x90minutes collection, will 

be mindblowing, thetop stars of soccer in a collection with differentraritys.This collection will 

have a total of 450 pieces.

Also we will also drop another 5 NFTs.

xSTIK: 1x rare


xSTIK: 2x common


onlyxpunks: 2x

To keep small and big investors satisfied, we will created aloyalty program for our small 

investors. This is a 3 month program.

Snapshots will be randomly taken betweet these dates, andthe first snapshot will be taken 

between April 06. and May04.

 300k-500k xTREME HOLDERS: 30k xTREME

 500-1M xTREME HOLDERS: 50k xTREME

The distibution looks as this:

 May 

 June 

 July 5

These coins will be distibuted 3 times:

THE xTREME Loyalty 
Program (300k-1M 
xTREME)



In May we officially starting with our NFT drops.Every day you will have the chance to get free 

NFT's.

The following 2 graphics will explain how our MAYCASHBACK SYSTEM WILL WORK.

What i need to do to be qualified ?


You need to hold 1M+ xTREME and you are qualified forthe daily, weekly, monthly NFT drop and 

the LUCKYRABBIT.


You should allways fight for the TOP 20 spot, for even morebenfits and higher chances of NFT 

prices.

Snapshots:


Between each Drop we will make random snapshots. Thesetimings will be unrevealed. You 

should allways holdminimum over 1M xTREME to be qualified.Good Luck :)

The Big Cashback May: 
(1m+ xTREME)

THE  CASHBACK SYSTEM MAYxTREME
(MAY 01 - 31)

20 NFT : Top 21-100 Holder

DAILY

LUCKY  RABBITxTREME

WEEKLY

Premium Holder: 
1Mio xTREME+

MONTHLY

1 NFT : Top 20 Holder 5 NFT : Top 5 Holder

20 NFT : Top 20 Holder

10 x 100 XRP  
Premium Holder

1 NFT : Premium Holder 5 NFT : Top 6-20 Holder       500 XRP
 2.       350 XRP
 3.       300 XRP
 4.       200 XRP
 5.        150 XRP
 6-10.   100 XRP
 11-70.  50 XRP

10 NFT : Premium Holder

20 NFT : Premium Holder

5k XRP



This is the centerpiece of xTREME.We are investing in the XRP Ledger, the blockchain we love


the most and you as a HODLER will benefit.We decided to make it exclusive and special.Only 

people who are holding 3M+ xTREME are qualified forthis PASSIV INCOME system.We 

started at March 23. and bought already coins worth of100K XRP.

xTREME the passive 
income fund (3m+ 
xTREME):

XSTIK: 8.539.999


Reaper: 472.160


xTREME: 85.000.000

THE  CASHBACK SYSTEM MAYxTREME
(MAY 01 - 31)

WEEKLY

MONTHLY

LUCKY xTREME 
RABBIT

DAILY

2x NFT
20x NFT

5k XRP + 60 NFT

1K XRP



Every 25. of a month, starting at April 25. we will sell 

5% ofour holdings. 2.5% is for our SUPER PREMIUM 

HOLDERSand 2.5% is for the developers. Our FUND 

will run 10 months. This is a guaranteed! 

This Is How It Works:

100K XRP

1/3

xSTIK 33.3K

This fund runs 10 months and 2.5% will be sold at market in XRP at 25 each month and distributed as 
following:

Reaper 33.3k xTREME 33.3k

1/3 1/3

After 10 months: Community decides by voting the future of this fund. It’s always a 50/50 fund between development and holders and 
cannot be changed.

If we are able to break to 0.0004 wall before the presale ends, we will DOUBLE the investment fund to 200k XRP.If we can SELL OUT the 
presale, we will TRIPLE the fund to 300k XRP!!!

1st              8% 7th                 2.5%

2nd            6% 8th-11th         2%

3rd             5% 12th-15th       1.5%

4th             4% 16th-20th      1%

5th             3% 21st-last         3 Mio+ xTREME holder

50% equally shared on each account6th             2.5%

Super Premium 
Holders only: 3Mio+ 
xTREME

2.5% will be sold for 
devs, same amount, 
same timing

 PASSIV INCOME FUND ( 3M+ xTREME )



How can you participate?

The payouts of the FUND 
will be as following:

1   : 8% st

6   : 2.5% th

2   : 6%nd

3   : 5% rd

4   : 4% th

5   : 3% th

7   : 2.5%th

8-11   : 2% th

12-15   : 2% th

16-20   : 2% th

21 - last 3M+ xTREME holder:

50% equally shared to each acc.

You need to be a holder of 3M+ xTREME. We will take asnapshot 

between the big Airdrop on April 06. and April 24.for our first PASSIVE 

INCOME payout.The following months will allways work the same way.

Between 26 , one day after the airdrop, and the 24. oneday before the 

next airdrop, we will make a randomsnapshot. We want to keep price 

strong and the investorshappy, by not revealing an official snapshot date. 

The best thing is to HODL your xTREME .After this 10 month period: we 

will make a community vote, how to continue with our PASSIV INCOME 

FUND.The community will decide, if we keep on holding, selling ormabye 

changing into another asset.There is only one rule: The holdings are 

allways split 50/50between investors and developers.



Thank you very  
. Its pleasure to 

have you on . Lets 
ride this rocket to the 

much
everyone

board

moon!!

DIAMOND HANDS

TommyonXRP



Roadmap

March 2022
 Start website

 Grow twitter – telegram

 Presale start

 Airdro

 Start investment fund

May 2022
 Start of NFT 

launchpa

 Hardcore marketing 

and building strong 

community

October 2022
 Strongest community on XRPL

 Getting lots of different projects on our launchpa

 Biggest investment fund on XRPL

Phase-2

Phase-1

Phase-3



Team

xTOMMY
Founder

Development, Master of Shilling and Promotion

xMAJOR
Co-Founder

Graphics, Design

xKitty
Marketing

Marketing, Building Communities, Telegram



Disclaimer
xTREME Team is obliged to inform current and future xTREME holders about 

the accompanying risks for users when spending money on the blockchain 

technology. Holding xTREME represents an understanding and willingness to 

accept the risks of spending money on blockchain technology and NFT 

technology.

Please always do your own research and make your own decisions. The xTREME


Team is not responsible for the price action of xTREME or the NFT projects 


related on our platform.


